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V irtual Reality as a technology and an industry has
enjoyed a renaissance over the past few years as digital
processing power and sensor technology are finally
catching up with sci-fi-driven aspirations. The tools of

the trade — software and hardware alike — remain in
constant flux, with yesterday’s breakthroughs quickly becom-
ing today’s standards. In separate interviews with a cross
section of VR experts, AC asked about the technology, its
challenges, audience demand, and where things may ulti-
mately be headed. 

          

The assembled experts were:

•  Tim Alexander, lead visual-effects supervisor for new
media at ILMxLab. Recent projects include a Star Wars
collaboration with augmented-reality (AR) startup Magic
Leap; he is currently working on a VR short directed by

Surveying the 
Virtual World
A group of leading participants in
the increasingly popular — and

accessible — arena of virtual reality
offer their perspectives on the state

of the industry.

By Noah Kadner

•|•
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Alejandro Iñárritu and produced by
Legendary Pictures.
•  Michael Mansouri, an ASC associate
and co-founder at Radiant Images, a
Los Angeles-based production house
and developer of custom VR camera
rigs such as the Mobius POV VR 360
camera system. 
•  Sean Safreed, co-founder of Pixvana,
a Seattle software startup that recently
released Spin, a comprehensive cloud-
processing postproduction solution for
VR ingest, image stitching and distrib-
ution. 
•  Ian Spohr, co-founder, and Evan
Pesses, partner at The Astronauts
Guild. Recent VR projects include the
Golden State Warriors’ 360-degree fan
experience and virtual motorcycling
experiences for Kawasaki.
•  Robert Stromberg, co-founder and
chief creative officer at The Virtual
Reality Co. He is a veteran visual-effects
supervisor who helped develop ground-
breaking 3D technology for Avatar.
•  David Stump, ASC, a longtime
proponent of next-generation produc-
tion technology. Recent projects include
Life, the first short film shot with the
Lytro Cinema light-field volumetric
capture system (AC Aug. ’16).
•  Malte Wagener, head of Deluxe VR.
In addition to providing a variety of
creative support services, Deluxe VR
produces original content including
Remembering Pearl Harbor, a collabora-
tion with Time’s Life VR and HTC
Vive.  

           American Cinematographer:
What do you think about the technol-
ogy of VR as a medium, including
recent advancements, current limita-
tions and exciting potentials you fore-
see in the near and distant future?
          Tim Alexander: Real-time VR
technology is very functional now but
also a little frustrating creatively. In
traditional visual effects, a frame might
take 20 hours to render, which is not
great, but you can spend those 20 hours
if you need to. We aim for 90 frames
per second for our real-time VR pieces,
which gives us 11 milliseconds to

Opposite: Customized VR rigs at Radiant
Images include (from left) the Headcase
Cinema Quality VR 360, the Nokia Ozo,
the Mobius POV VR 360 and the Dark

Corner VR rig. This page, clockwise from
top left: Sean Safreed; Michael

Mansouri; Malte Wagener; Evan Pesses
and Ian Spohr; Robert Stromberg; David

Stump, ASC; and Tim Alexander.
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render each frame — and there’s no
budging from that. 
          VR has been around for a really
long time, but we’re finally at the
point where the hardware is available to
most people and can render creative,
interesting experiences within those 11
milliseconds. Coming out of visual
effects at ILM, xLab is a storytelling
division that’s going for high fidelity. We
want everything to look as good as
possible within that timeframe. 
          Sean Safreed: Part of it is resolu-
tion and showing just what you need in
the current field of view. If you want a
real sense of immersion it needs to look
at least as good as HD. We’re trying to
solve that with our adaptive streaming
— and in more than 4K. Soon we’ll
move from mobile-derived displays to
next-generation displays. Instead of 1K
or 1,200 pixels per eye, you’ll have 2K
resolution per eye. You really need 8K of
source resolution to fill the headset
display. 
          My sense down the road is we’ll
see something spherical like the Nokia
Ozo [camera system], but instead of
having only a few cameras, you’ll have a
lot of cameras on a spherical surface, and
you’ll computationally stitch the final
image back together from all of these

tiny sensors, which will give you
tremendously higher resolution. You’ll
no longer be stuck with just a set of 2K
sensors each with a giant fisheye field of
view, because now you’ll have dozens of
these sensors in a sphere. You’ll be able
to compensate for the stitching errors
and parallax problems because there’s so
much data overlapping in that field of
view. That’s my prediction of what we’ll
see in three to five years: a sphere
encrusted with little image sensors all
getting stitched within the device into a
perfect image with color and depth. 
          Ian Spohr: With VR, you’re
changing rigs like you used to change
lenses, from studio modes to smaller,
more modular cameras when you need
the mobility. You’re also fighting the
laws of physics. Digital cinema is catch-
ing up to film, where a bigger sensor
means better image quality, but in VR
we need smaller systems that can
achieve that same image quality. Just to
be able to look around with a good
composition and dramatic elements
means we’re shooting VR with camera
systems that range from the size of a
softball to the size of a go-kart. 
          Michael Mansouri: A major
limitation is not just from the camera
side but the headset technology. You

actually feel the softness, or ‘screen-door
effect,’ in the image, which is due to
looking into a diopter at a mobile device
screen and revealing around 9 pixels per
degree of resolution. A motion-picture
film scan is up to 50 pixels per degree,
while the best VR headset on the
market today is about 14 pixels per
degree. In order for us to have the same
visual sharpness and clarity, we need to
have from 24 to 27 pixels per degree.
We’re not there yet, but we’re going to
get there; it’s just a matter of time.
          Postproduction is also a massive
limitation. That’s improving with a lot
of amazing technology to speed up and
automate that process, so not every
frame requires a visual-effects fix. New
technology will also enable filmmakers
to upload VR content into a cloud to
computationally stitch without a lot
of manual labor. 
          Malte Wagener: The
challenge on the interactive VR side is
technological, and with 360-degree
video it’s more intellectual. For 360, how
do you keep the audience engaged after
their first, second and third 360 experi-
ences? You’re showing people a certain
perspective for two or three minutes for
most 360 experiences; how you tell a
story is an interesting problem to solve.

◗ Surveying the Virtual World

Above: The Dark Corner rig, fitted with Sony a7S II cameras, on location in Tasmania for a two-week
commercial shoot. Right: Stump’s assistant Lauren Callahan sports the Mobius POV VR 360 rig.
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There’s a lot of collaboration between
the new school of VR filmmakers and
the traditional filmmaking crowd
to evolve this medium into something
interesting. 
          For interactive VR, the challenge
is more, ‘How do you make something
photorealistic for, say, 90 seconds or
more?’ You also have to find effective
ways to introduce interactivity and adapt
that experience to the ways humans are
used to interacting. Another challenge is
creating visual appeal with a high degree
of polish to an audience using today’s
hardware and headsets.
          David Stump, ASC: The princi-
pal distinction to understanding the
divisions in VR is degrees of freedom,
or DOF. Photographic VR is
currently firmly seated in 3 DOF — or
arguably 3.1 if you include photographic
3D systems — with its angular-deflec-
tion capabilities of pan/tilt/roll and, in a
limited amount, left- and right-eye
perspective. In computer-generated VR
for the gaming world, you have 6
degrees of freedom, or 6.1 with
left/right eye; you have the same
pan/tilt/roll angular-deflection capabili-
ties of photographic VR, plus linear
deflection, which is the ability to move
and change your position left/
right, up/down and forwards/back-
wards.
          Robert Stromberg: There’s a
very important symbiotic relationship
between the creative and the technical,
and one cannot succeed without the
other. When I first saw VR three and a
half years ago, it was a combination of
what I had seen when we were develop-
ing technology for Avatar. I was blown
away — but not at the image quality,
which I knew would get better. We need
to increase the comfort level for adopters
with smaller, lighter, higher-resolution
untethered headsets. It’s all going to
improve.

           Who are the VR consumers?
How much demand is there, how has it
increased of late, and how does it
project to increase in the future?
             Stromberg: I think we’d all agree

the first adopters are gamers. As that
segment grows, a lot of other practical
applications — such as travel, medical,
etc. — will splinter off and be successful.
You have the choice of watching some-
thing in a movie theater versus going
home and turning on the Xbox, and the
option of playing a game versus experi-
encing an emotional story. 
          The hardest part is explaining
VR to the uninitiated, but once you see
if for yourself you become convinced.
There won’t be an immediate explosion
in demand; it will take time. It will be
more like a slow-burning fire. For
instance, you’ll see more and more
advertising to make it compelling,
because the average person has no idea
what VR can bring to their lives.
          Spohr: People have an immedi-
ate ‘wow’ factor to the visceral experi-
ence in VR. Millennials and
post-Millennials are the first
consumers, as they love to take in tons
of content. But you can still give that
headset to grandma and grandpa, and
the exhilaration they experience
demonstrates this is a medium for
everybody. The gaming industry will
drive the platform initially and get VR
into people’s homes. Ambisonic sound
is also so important; we see sound as

having the ability to direct a viewer’s
attention in the way a close-up has in
traditional cinema.
          Stump: There’s an age- and expe-
rience-based reaction. VR is a more
alien experience for someone very used
to being a passive observer who is then
asked to be more participatory. For
younger and less experienced viewers
who are used to first-person gaming, it’s
less of a shock to the system. It’s much
more difficult to be a passive observer in
VR than an active participant. You
wouldn’t call watching The Martian a
participatory experience, but there’s The
Martian VR Experience piece; there,
the creators’ intent is much different
from the movie, and it’s to make the
observer more participatory.
             Safreed: On mobile VR, a lot of
the interest is around video consump-
tion because it’s a natural extension of
the device — these are not room-scale
devices with 6 degrees of freedom. The
higher-end headsets like the Vive and
Rift are very much dominated by games
right now; they’re also fine as a video
device, but you wouldn’t necessarily go
to your game rig to watch a movie in a
virtual theater. Mobile is simpler to set
up and faster to get into for shorter peri-
ods of consumption, where you put it on

A fleet of Jaunt One VR cameras stands at the ready.
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for five to 10 minutes and then take it
off. So, there’s a bifurcation of usage
between tethered and untethered.
          Mansouri: We see the biggest
trends in 360 video on Facebook and
YouTube, which leverage existing
mobile devices. It’s phones, iPads, Apple
TV and Amazon Fire providing inter-
active control of up/down, left/right
perspective. VR requires a headset,
whether it’s purpose-built like HTC
Vive and Oculus Rift or more system-
integrated like Samsung Gear, Google
Pixel, Daydream, etc. 
          Many users are watching
less content on the big screen and
TV, especially if we look at Asia, China,
India. The majority are streaming

content onto their devices, and we can
either fight that or try to be a part of
it. Lots of brands are bringing their
content onto those platforms. They’re
releasing for theatrical but also creating
an alternative version for VR and 360
that’s being consumed in small chunks
of two to eight minutes.
          Wagener: Price point at this
stage is an entry barrier for the more
casual person interested in VR. It’s $800
for a headset, plus $1,000 to $1,500 for
a powerful-enough PC. That’s a steep
investment. With tethered headsets,
you’re talking about the 18-to-30
demographic as the main group, and
they’re already adept gamers.
PlayStation VR is branching out of that

mold, with its 50-million-plus installed
user base.
          On the mobile side — with Gear
VR, Daydream and Cardboard — the
entry barrier is much lower. So many
VR-capable phones are already in
use. The audience we’ve seen ranges
from 15 to 65 years old. There’s a lot of
content available, albeit in bite-sized
entertainment pieces. 
          Alexander: I like to frame it more
from the angle of what we’re target-
ing. Our goal is to discover immersive
stories. What is storytelling in these
new media spaces? We’ve moved
more recently on higher-end/room-
scale VR, where you can walk around
and take part directly in these stories.
Trials on Tatooine is a room-scale VR-
piece, where you can interact and expe-
rience the story you’re in.
          AR hasn’t quite caught up tech-
nology-wise, but mixed reality is where
the most impactful media will exist for
me personally. The technology that
understands where a real table is, or
where the walls in your room are, so we
can bring a character into that environ-
ment and have them sit down in a real
chair. Those are the kinds of things
we’re supremely interested in, where you
interact with characters and have a
meaningful experience.

             What are the most promising
applications of VR? Is VR even suited
to traditional linear storytelling? 
          Alexander: VR is a new media
space and we’re all trying to discover
what storytelling is within that
space. Telling a story in a film versus
telling a story in VR is really different,
and ultimately [the latter] will probably
look nothing like a movie either in form
or function. We’ve released smaller
VR experiments, but we’re also in
production on full-on longer story expe-
riences. Our focus is the immersive
storytelling angle.   
             Safreed: I’m looking forward to a
level of gamification or interactivity
within VR video. Yes, it’s video, but you
have the ability for the viewer to decide
which part of the story they want to see,

Above: The
Astronauts Guild’s

Scott Connolly
(right) and Grant

Martin set up
Radiant Images’
Dark Corner rig
with Sony a7S
cameras fitted

with Canon
lenses. Right:
Spohr (right)

served as director
of photography

and VR supervisor
for a documentary

project about
Clorox’s clean-

water initiative in
Piura, Peru.

◗ Surveying the Virtual World
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sort of Memento style, to piece the story
together on their own. If it’s a noir piece
about a private eye, do you follow the
private eye, or do you get to follow the
femme fatale in her own storyline, or
the cop on the beat? That really interests
me — can all of those storylines be
resolved into an ending that makes
sense the way that cinema resolves itself
today? We haven’t yet written a way to
do the hero’s journey like games do, with
accomplished goals and interactive
storylines. 
          Mansouri: We’ve seen a lot of use
in healthcare, social causes and docu-
mentaries. We’ve also been looking
at the entire history of cinema — how it
all started and observing how it relates
to VR. At the onset, cinema subjects
were very short, then we learned to pan
the camera, then a filmmaker said,
‘Wouldn’t it be great if we cut from
outside a door to inside?’ and we had
editing. A lot of these techniques are
coming along for VR in a very parallel
way. We’re coming in with restrictions
and seeing what we can and can’t do,
and lots of really exciting concepts are
being formed.
          We don’t really know what this
medium is yet, so we have to be
cautious  and not try to carve it into
rules. In film, you started out with tons
of rules — you can’t pan, you can’t cut to
a close-up, etc. — that were eventually
broken. In VR, we’re in the phase
where subject length and not moving
the camera are technical limitations
we’ll overcome as well. 
          Wagener: There are a lot of obvi-
ous areas outside of entertainment, such
as education, where VR will play a
major role. As a medium, VR has a lot
of promise beyond promotional and
marketing content. When filmmakers
like Michael Bay and J.J. Abrams really
start to look into this format, we’ll see a
change in the content quality. We often
hear about each year being the year of
VR, but I think it’s more about steady
progress until those main content-
makers switch gears. Then you’ll see VR
experiences with a much deeper
emotional aspect.

          Spohr: You’re seeing VR applied
not just to advertising and traditional
marketing but also to medical and train-
ing, which traditional entertainment has
never really interacted with before. The
next step is linear storytelling; we’re not
there yet. We’re trying to make these
experiential moments more integrated
into the story.
          Audiences will look to VR as
an integration between linear story-

telling versus the choose-your-own-
adventure structure of a videogame. VR
has the potential to move beyond even
that, but there’s a danger in projecting its
trajectory too much. It’s like the advent
of zoom lenses and fast film stocks in
the Seventies; those were brand-new
technologies that, in the hands of capa-
ble filmmakers, pushed storytelling
capabilities further down the road. 
          Stromberg: I’m working with a
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lot of people to make the production
process easier. Right now, when you set
up a VR camera there can’t be lights or
anyone nearby because it’s seeing the
whole world. As we get more involved
with the stitching and visual effects in
VR, we’ll be more able to take out lights
and rigs to give the cinematographer
more tools to emotionally light the
scene. 
          You’ll have a greater freedom in
traditional lighting. For example, as we
start digitally removing dolly tracks
there will be more innovation in the
ways you can move VR cameras. We’ll
see special new devices on cranes and
we’ll be able to remove those in post
with traditional techniques as well.
          Stump: There’s a bit of a circular
argument: For VR to succeed, it has
to succeed. VR and AR are going to
find their audience by growing their
audience and their next generation of
directors. We’re right on the verge of
that now, with a wave of creatives seeing
something meaningful in VR.
They’ve internalized it and are begin-
ning to socialize it. So it’s going to take
a little longer for the creative commu-
nity to sprout something that’s truly
revolutionary. 

             Is shooting for VR 
cinematography?
          Wagener: It’s very different, as
you don’t per se have a single camera
and you can’t pre-frame a shot and say,
‘This is how the audience will look at a
scene.’ You hand over those reins to the
viewer to a certain extent. It’s similar to
how video games are produced, because
there you have some control over story-
telling and guiding the audience. I don’t
think VR will replace traditional
cinema; it’s a different form of content
and experience.
          Color grading adds atmosphere
and helps tell a story, and it’s even more
important in VR. It’s not only making it
look nice, but really guiding the viewer’s
eye. It’s like a creative Wild West for
directors of photography because VR
throws the traditional ways overboard
and presents a blank canvas.

          Stump: VR deserves a hyphenate
name as it’s well beyond traditional
cinematography and may ultimately
become volumetric capture like the
Lytro camera. It already has a better
initial foothold than 3D, which didn’t
catch on as well in America as it could
have due to poor initial projection at
low light levels. As little as a year ago I
was in Beijing, where 3D is enormously
popular — you can’t not exhibit in 3D in
China if you want your film to succeed. 
             Safreed: VR can’t achieve really
tight close-ups with shallow-depth-of-
field isolation like large-sensor cinema
cameras can today. We need better
devices to make those choices available
to the cinematographer and director. If
we had eye-tracking in the device, we
would know where the viewer was
focusing and we could do a depth-of-
field rack to someone’s face within the
shot. Those decisions may move from
the set to something that the director
and cinematographer confer about later
in post and deliver during playback
depending on where the viewer looks.   
          Mansouri: It’s important to
consider the cinematographers’ role and
what they can do in a 360-degree
world where they may feel like they’ve
lost control of the frame. It’s the same
state as the dawn of film. The frame is
still important in VR, and the role of
the cinematographer remains critical.
Cinematographers set the tone and
visual aesthetic; otherwise it’s just taking
a camera and shooting everything you
see.
          They should really experiment
and look at what’s been done. The
approach is essential. If we go into it
with the wrong approach, the
issues aren’t limited to one camera but
many cameras, and you can’t buy your
way out in post. Someone who goes
into VR really needs to embrace it. 
          Alexander: I have so much
respect for cinematographers. They set
the vibe and texture — really the feeling
— for a film. We have the same issues
that need to be solved in VR. It’s still
very important for us to have
good lighting and the right texture and

feel to set the mood of the piece. It can
be an almost identical creative process,
except you’re not looking through a lens
and picking a focal length. 
          Generally at ILM we try to hide
the technology as much as possible and
spitball ideas to make sure everyone is
on the same page in terms of the mood
and feel of a piece. VR is a special case
because it’s very hardware-constricted
and we still have to say things like, ‘We
can’t do a big area light or a bounce in
real time at 90 fps yet.’ We use reference
material like animatics, other movies,
mini proofs, etc. to get everyone onto
the same page quickly, just like we do
with visual effects. It’s the same
approach to starting that creative
discussion.
          Evan Pesses: A camera is still a
camera and requires the same attention
to detail and a trained eye. Planning and
prep are critical. Experienced cine-
matographers know how important it is
to plan and communicate with all
departments. Communication with
postproduction is even more
essential with VR because no shot is
really ‘in the can’ until it’s being viewed
on a headset. 
             Stromberg: One thing that will
always be needed is that critical eye.
Everything is still related to lighting,
staging, movement and camera place-
ment. When you’re making a traditional
film, you’re working from a deep set of
rules — for example, on a dramatic
moment you push in on someone’s face
to emphasize the emotion. There is a
similar methods-book being created as
we speak, determining how to create
those same kinds of emotions in VR.
                                                            ●

◗ Surveying the Virtual World


